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There's no other reliance for this world or any other 
b'it just the Truth? Cn-ly'e. 

In the May number of the Indian Medical 
(jrazette is a leader which, in my humble opinion, 
is so full of truth and arrives so very near the 
centre of the target that it seems a pity it is 

going to be read by medical men and not those 
whom it chiefly concerns. The chorus of 
" 

Pay, Pay, Pay 
" would more appropriately be 

chanted by a choir of doctors not to an 

audience of medical men. In the course of 

twenty years in the Indian medical service I 
have careered over the length of India, Ali 

Masjid to Qui Ion on one trip, and over the 

breadth of India, Bellary to Bhamo, on another. 
1 have met the sub-assistant-surgeon in his 
civil and in his military capacity, as a pi'ofessional 
man and as a private person, on land and on 

Rea. (China 1900.) He corresponds in terms of 
currency to the nickel anna or its equivalent in 
copper, the coin that serves the multitude. He 
has a thousand times proved that he is good 
metal and no counterfeit, and it is to my mind 

?nly a matter of time that he is at length 
recognized to be what he is?the backbone of 
the medical profession in India, in matters 
medical the Indian's one and only hope. As is 
the whole greater than the part so is the mofussil 
greater than the city, and if we would talk about 
the high death-rate of India and methods for 

reducing it we must remember that it is 

quantity" we require in qualified men. It 
ls true that a city carries with its concentration 
?f population the punishment of an augmented 
mortality, greater than that of mofussil areas 

but " 
what were five loaves among so many." 

The millions live in the rural tracts, not in the 
towns. 

I say qualified men advisedly, as no other will 
ever take part to any appreciable extent in the 
slow but sure revolution which is obviously 
taking place, an evolution patent to those who 
?are to see what is going within their ken. 
" 

Train an Ayurvedic doctor on a scientific basis," 
and common sense will compel him to take the 
degree of doctor of medicine. What a splendid 
product should result. Who will argue that a 
motor-car is to be preferred to a cart and horse. 

Efficiency, patience, loyalty, devotion to duty, and 
a dozen other attributes belong beyond question 
t? the S. A. S. The great mistake of all mistakes 

that he is under-rated and under-valued. 

" M. B. C. M." is quite in his right place in 

the bigger hospitals but for many reasons S. A. S. 
is the man. Would I could distinguish him 

by some letters notifying his qualifications as a 

successful college man and a licensed practitioner, 
but at present his only distinction is that he has 
no distinction. 

It is S. A. S. who is going to carry succour 

to the victim of ill health in India, i.e., the 

mofussil ; to the sufferer from his own pet 

diseases,'in addition to the ordinary collection, 
such as malaria, cholera, child-birth (certainly 
not, as a rule, a physiological process in a country 
where children conceive children) and many 

others. Queer that Ayurvedia should have started 
us putting our house 

in oidei. But all this en 

passant. 
The main object of this paper is an appeal 

for the adoption of a better perspective. 

During the last few years 
of my life 1 have 

come in "contact with the burning question of 

the need for increased medical aid in India. I 

have studied it from the point of view of a 

member of one of the finest medical services in 

the world, and from the coign of vantage of the 

superintendent of a school 
for the manufacture 

of the S. A. S., in this capacity observing the 

process for a complete cycle of four years, the 

normal life-history of this worm. I am naturally 

proud of a service which 
bristles with members 

of Royal Societies, Universities, Royal Colleges, 
and various orders civil 

and military, with men 

who have made world-wide discoveries, have 

emigrated from the Coromandel Coast 
to Harley 

Street and so 011. It has begotten a winner of 

the Nobel prize. But I am also proud of the 

product of my school. 
When I hear of the new- 

born babe, the important unit ot tins as ot 

other empires, dying at the rate of several 

hundreds per mille because 
the former has not 

provided enough of the latter to look after mother 
and child in sickness and, more important still, 
in health, I wonder who is at the bottom of the 

trouble. Obviously not the infant or its mother, 
obviously not the S. A. S. because lte is not 

there. No, sir, I blame your I. M. S. officer and 

that without apology. But let us not be blamed 
for error of judgment ourselves. I hurl 

vituperation at him because he will persist and 
endeavour to demonstrate that his is the short- 

coming. I hold he should have insisted with 
far greater persistence in the proper quarter, at 

the feet of les grands seigneurs who soliloquize 
in sovereigns and of the lesser lights who radiate 
rupees in rouleaux, that it is the quantity of 
straw supplied that has always determined the 
tale of bricks produced. 

[ quarrel not with Directors-General and 

Surgeons-General in particular: that were unwise 
and beside the point. The heads of departments 
are men of large heart and big soul who can stand 
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my asserting and would agree with me nem. con. 
that even the focus of the hill top requires 
adjustment for correct perspective. In junior 
and senior I he attitude of overcoming all 

difficulties in the most trying circumstances is 

characteristic and commendable to a certain 

extent, but events are proving that probably a 
better policy in the long run would have been to 
assert fearlessly an inability to accomplish 
miracles. Fortunately Time is with us as with 

the Allies. To compare great things with small, 
in the relatively trifling (as it seemed) affair at 

Verdun, does it not appear to the thinking man 
that it would have been better for the Crown 

Prince, the Kaiser, and Germany herself if the 

dictum of those concerned had been accepted 
straight off that the attempt must end in disaster ? 
What are a few lieutenant-colonels pensioned to 
half a million men killed ? I will now give a 

sample of a different kind of blunder in adminis- 

tration, a blunder as I see it ! A trifle no doubt 

but the principle is anything but a trifle. 
Years and years and years ago in my small 

hospital a menial was brought up by my assistant. 
He had been caught red-handed demanding a pour 
hoire from a poor patient. The practice was rife 
and justice was to be meted out to the offender 
with a view to scotching the evil. 

Alack and alas, it was law I was asked to 

administer. A fine for the culprit! On enquiry, 
the prosecutor informed me that the man was 

drawing an absurdly small salary, quite 
inadequate to the needs of himself and his family. 
From him that hath not shall be taken away 
even that which he hath. I reversed the decision 
of the lower court and sent in an appeal to our 

high court for remuneration that would render 
the crime (?) unnecessary. I claimed no 

originality for the idea, only a wider application 
of a sound principle. To my surprise and grief 
judgment was passed against my client who was 
fined by order ! The aftermath was interesting 
arid amusing. Months had elapsed when in a 
town to which I had been transferred I operated 
on a pauper in one of my wards. Fortunately and 
unfortunately there was in the S. M. O.'s office 
one who knew Joseph and proved to the satisfac- 
tion of the authorities that he was a wealthy 
landowner. Midas cheerfully paid into the 

hospital coffers a trifle of one or two hundred 

rupees and asked to see me. He then informed 
me that he was the man who had got the ward- 

boy fined in my moffussil hospital months before 
and that when final orders were passed he was so 

pleased with the world that he gave the servant a 
rupee, just double the fine inflicted. (N. B.?Don't 
tell me that my Aryan brother does not possess a 
sense of humour.) I will now pass on to another 

personal experience illustrating the disadvantage 
of making observations with a faulty lens. 

Hospital construction has formed part of my 

intellectual pabulum for some years now. I have 
endeavoured by taking advantage of oppor- 
tunities incidental to the life of an Indian medical 
officer to accumulate some experience ranging 
from thatched sheds and dwelling houses adapted, 
from hospitals at headquarters with the latest 

improvements stuck into or on to decrepit and 
ancient but massive and imposing structures 

which almost made one weep to those in such 
a city as London. A wealthy patron had 

bequeathed so much for one of the latter that 
the trustees were compelled to spend a bio- 
unused and superfluous balance on mahogany 
dados and staircases because they could not 

find anything else which would consume more 

effectually the 
" dam'd remainder." The litera- 

ture which 1 have accumulated on the subject 
includes volumes from America and treatises in 
the language of the Hun. Unfortunately 1 

record it with sadness, I have allowed my better 

judgment to be warped, and now when it is too 

late I find I have gone astray. Having disposed 
satisfactorily of questions of area and distribution 
of wards, water-supply and electric lighting, 
equipment and establishment et hoc geivus omne, 
the whole trend of my thought was concentrated 
on the operation theatre in the main block. Of 

a surgical bent fostered by circumstance and 

environment, this was perhaps partially excus- 

able. Lit from the roof on the pattern of the 
House of Commons and the Cliiswick Hospital, 
with a gorgeous 

" 

Hope" window facing 
the north, with expensive 

" everbrite " almirahs 
and even electric fans embedded in and flush 

with the walls, with separate anaesthetist's room, 
doctors and students robing rooms, with steriliz- 
ing room and room for theatre garbage carefully 
separated from each other and communicating 
with the theatre each by its own glazed ticket 
window, with moveable washable galleries for 
students and visitors and the latest in equipment, 
furniture, and instruments from Home, with 

lovely tiling from an English firm and a marble 
floor which came from Grenoa, with a thousand 
other details which would be wearisome to narrate 

we felt we had arrived. We murmured slang- 
expressions such as 

" 

Fool-proof," 
'* 

Topliole," 
at any rate our visitors did. But it was the 

pride that precedes a fall. We finished instead 

of beginning with the 
" latrines." We shame- 

fully neglected them. Veni-Vidi-straffed?yet 
stili the paeans of pride and satisfaction made- 

the welkin ring. How cute to have had special 
fittings in those connected with the surgical 
convalescent wards whose occupants might be 

committed for days to the use of bedpans and 

urinals. How smart to see that the children 

had not been condemned to misery on seats built 
on the stock pattern for adults, how clever 

to have provided baths without the slightest 
temptation to the dense patient to micturate or 
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defecate within its precincts. How splendid the 

light, how perfect the ventilation. Sure no 

anaerobic bacillus could sporulate on such beauti- 
fully tiled walls or such a carefully finished 

ceiling. Why. look, even the floor is paved with 
polished Cuddapah slabs. Et cetera ! We knew 

better. The well meant music jarred. 
We were looking at a failure, a mistake, and 

we hurried to the exit and the waiting motor-cars. 
But this is another story. We had been 

trying to rectify a wrongly planned set of 

lavatories by ourselves with the aid of a P. W. I), 
overseer. Fortunately we know a consulting 
architect, a big man but intelligent. Perhaps 
when he had succeeded elucidating the difficult 

problem, lie may consent and may be tempted to 
give the result to the world. I hope the patient 
reader has not been led off' the track by us. If so 
I will endeavour to get him back. My point is 
this : it is comparatively simple to find a fairly 
good surgeon, so few are required. And if he is 

a good surgeon because of what lie is he will over- 

pome any and pretty nearl}' every difficulty. It 

done every day. We ourselves own to most 

exhilarating results in Csesarian section and 

cholera transfusion. Not, please note, by way of 

indicating what a fine fellow we are, because 

simultaneously we have had stitch suppuration in 
a simple hernia. Both were done in hopeless 
surroundings but we were careless in technique 
or something ! 

However even Homer was known to nod. 
If then a good surgeon is going to ply his tools 

'or a few hours for a few mornings every week, 
he will perhaps get good results so far as he is 

concerned, but whereas in any particular case the 

patient is only going to be in his hands for an 

hour or two at worst, his most brilliant work will 
be marred during the 

" weeks 
*' 

not 
" hours 

" the 

patient is probably going to spend at the mercy 
of underpaid underlings working in wrongly built 
latrines. Temperatures will occur, however perfect 
bis ritual in cleansing his hands and protecting 
the wound from contamination by the zephyrs 
which play round his hair and traverse his 

pharynx, if precautions are not taken to see that 
uo bacteria can flourish on bedpan and urinal 

conveyed by dirty hands from infected lavatory, 
0r on cup and saucer possibly washed in a 

thriving depot for the cultivation of staphylo-cocci, 
strepto-cocci, and every other kind of cocci. In 

sbort, yon may neglect the theatre but for 

any sake not the latrine. I-et us now look at 

another sample of contrariness, pure and simple. 
It has become to me a matter for much weary 
cogitation and consideration why we insist on 

believing things to be what they are not in 

spite of the fact that our parents and instructors 
drummed into our curly heads 

" 

things are not 

always what they seem." Take the section of the 

depressed classes known as the Bhungee or Toty. 

If we are to believe the missionaries, religious 
and lay, they have been most successful in their 
efforts to elevate them, and unquestionably they 
have. In times gone by a sweeper was proud of 
his vocation and considered he was in grave danger 
of becoming a robber if he accepted, say five 

rupees per mensem, for the privilege of carrying- 
on the functions of the tribe to which he had the 

honour to belong. 1 fear I do him injustice in 

mentioning such a large sum because I distinctly 
remember being told in Travancore that they, 
amongst others, only received some grain (enough 
to keep body and soul together) a piece of cloth 

annually, and on feast days a few chakrams the 

equivalent of a pie or two. They were contented, 
full of the joie de vivre, proud of themselves 
and their clan, and when efforts were made to 

release them from their slavery, save the mark, it 
was they who headed a revolt against their would- 
be deliverers. Now see for thyself what has 

happened. A short time ago in a certain muni- 

cipality a strike of the scavengers. The 
'? Presence," a wise man, refusing to be interviewed 
in his office by the head of the department, 
followed his own line of action. He went down 

to the centre of disturbance and spake as man to 
man with the delinquents. He offered them 

something like ten or twelve rupees a month, he 
could not offer them a pension because such is 

not provided for those who need it njost?that fact 
apparently excluding them from the list of 

elioibles. Higher paid officials got it in addition 
to their enhanced rates of pay, their need being 
obviously less. But he insisted that they should 
not allow private work to interfere with their 

legitimate duties. Their reply was to the effect 
that as they made twenty or thirty rupees per 
mensem in private practice they would as a 

concession endeavour to satisfactorily fulfil those 

leo-itimate but far more onerous duties for which 

they received fixed stipend, but they regretted to 

say they needed the money their kind patrons 
gave them (when it ple.ised them to do so) and it 
was not in them to desert them. I do not 

remember how matters were settled but surmise 

they were fined and paid the fine cheerfully out 
of their wives' pin-money. I may be wrong. 
One word about the false impression regarding 
missionaries and their work. Tt is far too genuine 
for such a slander. I have no doubt they regret 
some of the sequel? and after all have not sanitary 
appliances become a necessity in Europe and who 
blames the missionary in that instance i 
We are all acquainted with the fairly prevalent 

custom of open drains and compound walls being 
utilized by all and sundry in preference to the 

places provided for the purpose. Is this not 

another specimen of perversity ? One solution 

of the conundrum perhaps would be to 

transfer the prohibition posters to the walls of 

the public conveniences, but as a matter of fact 
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[ am afraid the fool is ab the other end of the 

stick. Electric lighting for the main streets and 

macadamized roads are perhaps not so 

essential as an increased supply of the other 
item which might then make an effort to keep 
sweet and attract customers. 
We are a City Father ourselves and know the 

sleepless nights involved in meditation of a 

greater self-denial and a greater devotion to the 

welfare and need of our charge. And we squirm 
to reflect on the way we are often misunderstood. 
When for instance to quote from actual 

occurrence we were called unreasonable, jokative 
(.sic), because we suggested that the beautiful 
edifice we work and talk in (or vice versa) would 
so admirably suit my homeless small-pox 
paupers. 

Build thee a superb Town Hall, my brothers, 
an it please thee to do so, but for any sake 

provide your electorate with a big, plain but 

serviceable infectious disease hospital. Verb 

sap. Lest it be hinted that I am referring too 
pointedly to minor proclivities of Eastern peoples, 
may I ask my critic to recall a recent picture in 
Flinch illustrating the attitude of a Western 

populace to compulsion, coercion, conscription, 
or some kindred subject. 
A word about hobbies. Time and again have 

my elders warned me to take up some hobby to 
kill time in the declining years of retirement. 

It seems to me I deserve better of them. Not 

long ago I heard of a gentleman whose job was the 

management of a sewage farm. He succeeded 
numerous failures yet he had made the place 
a thing of beauty and a joy for ever. His 

explantion was simple. There was much office 

work involved in his duties, and unlike his 

predecessors lie had made the farm his hobby 
and looked on the quill-driving as work. I 

really and truly spoke to a colonel not long- 
since who actually told me that lie had tired of 

his hobby. The war brought him out for a 

few months as, though he had retired, he 
had not reached the age beyond recall. He 

has now got an arduous voluntary billet in 

England and he is happy again. At the present 
moment I have been fortunate enough to be 

given a hospital the construction of which I may 

supervise when I have completed my daily 
routine?result, hospital building a hobby which 
absorbs. 
When I retire I pray the fates be kind 

and grant me work inside a completed structure 
and may I never go near one in the making. 
When I have signed my pension paper for the 
last time an I drawn my last cheque and the 
days even of retirement have come to an end 
I am told by some that I return to earth in 
other form. Please note good churchman and 
Wee Free that I do not subscribe to this doctrine 
as I was bred and brought up different. But 

if 'twere possible, 'twere true, and there were 

any choice, I personally would elect to come 

back in the accounts department. What a tale 

could one unfold and what reforms recite, 

'lliink of it! Business men calculating in one 

currency and no other, in terms of shakels and 

piastres. Reckoning the souls of men as filthy 
lucre and nothing more. Toiling thus to increase 
the prosperity of the State ! No, sir, my Rs. a. p. 
would come in the last column of my ledgers, 
not the first, and there would be several new 

ones never seen before for such valuable assets 

as "efficiency," profits accruing from "willing 
service," from funds spent on making the drudge 
(not the boss) comfortable and giving him the 
extra mite just over and above actual necessaries 

which spells "contentment." In a dusty corner 
of my office you would find a few dusty regula- 
tions. Some fleas is good for a dog. 

" .To 
hukum" is a necessary creed at times, and 

discipline posseses a niche of its very own. 1 

would increase the revenue but would I ever 

get promotion? A visionary on an office stool 

sighing for (common) sense. A well meaning, 
good natured ass. 

Finally, may I mention a few points in 

connection with the newly arrived I. M. S. 

officer in India. Tt is well to start from, the 

beginning and end at the end. When I began 
my life work in Bangalore 1 was handed over 
to the tender care of the officers in the station 

hospital. Fine kindly fellows they were, without 

exception. One is now a O.M.G., another a C.B.. 
and a third, highest honour of all, died in the 
execution of his duty. Amongst them I found 

a home and was very happy. But what puzzled 
me was, why was I being specially instructed 
in work which 1 was never to be engaged 
in while the duties T knew I would spend 
years and years at were never mentioned ? 

Certainly whist and tent-pegging were intelligible, 
but British that and British the other seemed 

strange. In my innocence and sweet simplicity 
I one day asked the officer commanding which 
regimental hospitals my sister service ducklings 
were sent to when the}T came to Bangalore. 
Explanation did not come from Vol. XYZ on 

Di scipline to which I was courteously referred. 

Tt did however a few months later and again 
some years after, when this unit of an essentially 
military service was on active service. The 

officer in charge of Section A. No. 1. N. F. H.. 
on both occasions was put in charge of Section 

A., No. 1, B. F. H., in addition to his ordinary 
duties and then we knew, and thanked our stars 
we knew. 

But there are a few things I would like to say 
to 

" 
me lad." Thus, learn quickly from those 

who know, to spoil correctly Emetine and 

Kharsivan, Malaria and Knla-Azar. Remember 
that opium kills cholera patients. You err in 
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telling an Indian mother that her beastly kid is 

looking the picture of health. Bonny and 

sweet are to her Tosh and worse. She may 

embarrass you by cracking her knuckles on your 
skull to avert the evil eye. Don't ask an Indian 

gentleman, every time you meet one, if his wife 

keeping fit. It is not done, and probably so 
far as you and he are concerned she does not 

exist. This is the land of' politeness and 

?sincerity but not your jath of the commodity. 
I>et me lend you fifteen rupees and come quickly 
with me to the Registrar's office. Rather a pity 
you have taken both your M. D. and your 

fellowship as you might have counted the 

time you spent on them for promotion and 

pension. And you will have 
to tackle something 

else for acceleration. A D* I3? H. might do, but 
even if you have got that also, you need not 

worry as the rules, thank heavens, are worked 
by scientists. (How extraordinary and startling 
this must seem to B. A. India. Tell him that 
111 Europe are men with brains and money who 

study for study's sake and actually regard 
mystic letters at the end of their names as 

superfluous. That these individuals cannot 

understand a person working as if his life 

depended on it to pass an examination which 

brings him early to the goal of Government 
service. That they are the persons who at the 

height, the end of their careers, are solicited, by 
Universities for the privilege of inscribing their 

names on their rolls of fame. Degrees honoris 
causa. No wonder failed matriculate says to 

himself the sahibs are mad!) But this is 

digression. Continuing, T would say : True there 
's only a single doctor to 40,000 or 400,000 
(what matters a nought to the one who is 

moribund) yet neither M. IX nor nny other 

qualification will avail you to rush to the rescue 

sick and dying if your name is not on the 
local register. So far from being in a hurry the 

eountry starts you with ten days joining time. 

1 will take an I. O. U. if you like but register 
you shall. If you wish to 

be a really useful man 
?earn to transcribe conservancy with a capital 

sanitation with a capital S; leave not such 

vital matters to an object whose education 
ls so meagre that he knows not the difference 

between such simple things as, say, adenoids and 
asteroids. Goto the S. A. S. (old hand preferred) 
and ask him to show you the drains or rather the 
places where they ought to be. 

If" me boy 
" 
seems extra intelligent one might 

be tempted to explain some of the greater 
problems, what one means, for example, by saying 
that Eureka is not yet proven synonym of 

G.ynocardia and treat him to a glimpse of the 

vista of research which is afforded by such simple 
fact. 

But it would probably be more profitable to 
give him instead a peep into a vision of paradox 

run riot on the question of leave. At this stage 
naturally he may not relish going into the 

matter. He is burning to do something, and 

yet when one thinks of it why was one not given 
a hint that it is the early years when one has more 

leisure that leave is easier obtained, that when 

one becomes more senior work increases but 

possibilities of leave diminish. He who will not 

when he may, when he 
will may get a nay?so 

often does! Such a rosy picture as those leave 

rules paint! And whose fault they so seldom 

pan out right ? To the junior who lacks the dibs 
the need for leave does not seem to occur and 

when the oof for the trip has been saved and the 

desire "to get" becomes almost an obsession, the 

leave is not "available 
" 
or 

" services cannot be 

spared." 
A similar topsy turviness occurs in the other 

fellow. Do you wish to get work out of your 

staff, do not keep their noses everlastingly to 

the grindstone. Begin rather, by fair means or 

foul, to secure a full house 
" with a reserve," 

and then insist, put it in the order book if 

necessary, that you 
will be compelled to take 

I serious measures if each and every individual 

does not avail himself of his leave. Assure them 

and see to it that they clearly understand you 
are not joking. 

Ask any District Surgeon which offices provide 
him with the largest number of sick certificates 

for signature. 
What can be more annoying than the idiot 

who comes up for one month and shouts in 

your ear that it is his first sick or any other 

kind of leave in twenty-five years' service. Thou 

fool, art thou so very anxious 
to save the country 

the value of thy pension ? At one time one 

always strongly recommended 
such a one when 

lie asked for commutation of his pension. Wiser 

councils prevailed and we see now the error of 

our thoughts. 
But enough of advice. We must not forget 

that the "type," as it lias been and still is, is 

a clever contrarywise educated, an officer, like- 

wise a gentleman. Laus Deo or as one of my 

patients always says, Crlory be! He will get 

through his span safely though he never see a 

confidential manual describing the correct 

behaviour to be adopted in dealings with Indian 

gentlemen, and he will probably write more 

scientific memoirs than you have ever perpetrated. 
Place him 011 the track of the eternal verities, 
the simple facts, the truth, and leave him to his 

own devices. 

Years hence I see him at 
" 

that same gate 
" 

and willy-nilly he will have heard, not once nor 

twice, 
" 

great argument about it and about." 

His boxes are labelled 
" To 

" 
instead of " From 

Tilbury." Plumes and spurs rest in 
" 
not wanted 

on voyage." Once more he scrutinises his ticket, 
his, hers, and theirs. Tie has listened patiently, but 
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for the last time to the fatuous fool who should 
know better but must waste the precious last 
moment with his latest joke. Snch a ripping jest 
about a Carbolic Fusilier or was it a Linseed 

Lancer, who was asked to call, with his sword, to 
lance the baby's gums. Feeble, but of extra- 

ordinary longevity. Well, for the would-be wit 
our man is brimming over with the milk of human 
kindness. He is forgiving and he can smile. 
His most treasured title is the familiar " 

Doc " 

conferred on him in a regiment in the dim past. 
He wears one of the last battered shirts which 
have survived the dhoby yet he knows that 

" it is 
the desire of the oriental to oblige." In his 

pocket is a letter perhaps from the first S. A. S. 
under whom he served, possibly from the last 
whose diploma is still wet with his signature. 
The usual thing 

" 

wishing you, Honoured Sir, who 
are my father arid my mother, long life and 

a large family." Irony but the sincerest sincerity 
so far as S. A. S. is concerned. T see him on the 

gangway. Going Home. And I think to myself 
Carlyle was right and so was another who said 

/" East is E;ist and West is West." 


